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1. Basic Instruction Card to connect the Medical Scale (Charder) 

The Basic Instruction Card includes common instructions for optimal use of the Medical Scale . This is not a 

replacement for the user manual of the Medical Scale, but extra information! Before use, please read the Charder 

Medical Scale manual carefully!  

 

The Medical Scale can be added to the central suspension point (hook) of the Ceiling Hoist.  

 

 

 

 

1.1. Important! 

 Be careful when connecting the Medical Scale in/on the hook and Spreader Bar! 

 Please make sure that the Medical Scale is fully connected to hook of the Ceiling Hoist and the

 Speader Bar! 

 Stay alert when start lifting, whether the Medical Scale will stay in place! 

1.2. Important when lifting a care recipient 

Plan the movement of the care recipient. Avoid situations in which the care recipient is in the sling without 

supervision. Before lifting, check that the care recipient is completely free of his / her environment so that 

body parts do not get trapped. Be careful with hoses and / or wires that are attached to the user. The user is 

not allowed to hold the carrying strap during movement because there is a chance that the loops will shift 

during lifting. This could cause constriction. Before lifting, make sure that the hand control and the cable are 

free of the Spreader Bar, the care recipient and any other object. 

 PLS and your distributor cannot be held responsible for any damage caused by accidental,

 inappropriate, improper, incorrect or injudicious use (described above) or by insufficiently qualified

 persons. In case of doubt, please contact your distributor.  
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1.3. Connect and disconnect to the PLS central suspension point (hook) 

The black lever has a safety function. Only when the lever is pulled, the hook can be connected and 

disconnected on/off the Medical Scale. 

1. Pull the black lever and place the hook 90° over the pin inside the slot. 

2. Keep pulling the black lever, place the hook completely over the pin. 

3. Keep pulling the black lever, and turn the hook upwards. 

4. Release the lever when the hook is fully connected and in upright position. 

5. Please, reverse these steps to disconnect the Medical Scale . 

 

 

  

Step 1 Step 2 

Step 3 Step 4 
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1.4. Connect and disconnect to the PLS Spreader Bar 

The blue dot has a marking function. Only when the slot is in the same line as the dot, the hook can be 

connected and disconnected to/off the Spreader Bar. 

1. Hold the hook 90° to the Spreader Bar and place the hook over the pin inside the slot. Keep the slot 

in the same line as the blue dot on the Spreader Bar. 

2. Pull the Medical Scale towards the blue dot. 

3. While pulling, move it in upright position 

4. The Medical Scale is now connected. 

5. Please, reverse these steps to disconnect the Spreader Bar. 

 

 

 

 

Step 1 Step 2 

Step 3 Step 4 


